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It is true that to make such afl admissiort
is to agree that the theory which has swayed
all parties in this country for at least a ·century
was wrong. Yet such an admission should
be made, for even admitting for the sake of
argument that we could not feed ourselves,
no one doubts that we could produce much
more food than we do.
To that extent we should diminish our
danger. The real choice is between present
admission and action, and denial until it is
too late. The social historian of the future
will probably be astonished at the paralysing
and wilful blindness of this age.
We are pleased to see, however, that the
Government, in its insistence on more livestock in our farming (White Paper, para.
107) has reversed its ridiculous assumption of
six months ago that farming without livestock
is possible and desirable. Pigs and poultry
are mentioned. We hope this does not me::m
more unsound commercial specialisation. But
we fear it does.
THE TOWN MIND SPEAKS
As we go to Press, the Minister of Agriculture (MAF 1841, 6th March) confirms and
emphasises the policy in the White Paper.
This policy, the Minister says, "is to switch
· our production, as rapidly 3S the cereals position permits, from the production of crops for
direct human consumption to the production
of livestock . . . " The italics are ours. Nothing could reveal the town mind better than
the use of the word switch in this proposal.
It is either or and very quickly. That it
should be and, with great benefit to citizens
and the land alike, does not enter these heads.
Why should it, when the quality of small
mixed farming is unknown to them, and the
large commercial farmers who call the tune
are unable and unwilling to prove the contrary? The influence of the London School
of Etonomics (which is also prominent in
the National Farmers' Union), is too prominent to be overlooked.
THE SECRET RULERS
Another feature of our present life will
be of even greater importance to the social
historian. From this point of view, the
greatest interest of the present time is ho~
much of the legislation passed by the present
Government will be repealed by the next one.
Probably very little, and the fact, when it
emerges, will prove or disprove conclusively
the reality of the Party System.

tHE MILK RAMP
The present rationing period ends at the
end of July. Last time the Minister of Food,
who is working in notoriously with the milk
combines and the M.M.B., said that he could
not allow people to choose their milkman
because it would cause dislocation. His
Ministry, in addition, had the effrontery to
make housewives apply to a given combine
and to their local Food Office for supplies of
milk.
There are many ex-Service men who
would be only too glad to start a milk round,
and nothing is more suitable for a small man.
On the other hand, there is no case whatever
for combines in milk, which depend entirely
on artificial buttresses, as does the . M.M.B.
We suggest that our readers write at once
to their Member to ask him to demand free.dom in this matter, and encouragement from
the Government for ex-Service men to begin
arranging for a round. Disorganisation need
not occur at all, and if it occurs need only be
for a day or so, if officials and the M.M.B.
are up to their/. ob.
Incidental y, it is only since combines
took O\ler milk that housewives have had their
milk delivered frozen in bottles. No milkman worth the name would have dreamt of
letting his customers have frozen milk.
MODERN HYGIENE
Incidentally, are bottles washed always,
or only those obviously dirty? Most housewives wash bottles before returning them.
We are informed that these are not always
washed again by the combine, which is even
keener on saving money than the old milkman.
ABOUT IT AND ABOUT
There is an acute shortage of "manpower," in spite of more people being employed than ever. We are short of coal, steel
and building materials, and of nearly everything else. It is true, of course, that in the
absence of the sense of craftsmanship output
has fallen drastically. No alternative to the
threat of unemployment can be addu~ed by
Industrialism.
We all know this, but what is never said
is that the effect of modern "education" is
invariably unproductive. The educational
pedagogues ha:ve a very heavy responsibility.
Young people have been encouraged for a
generation to get work which will not soil
their hands. We are now at the end of that
3

road too, and there are more pa~sengers than
workers in this country. C~sung, acco~nt
ing, psychologising, telephom~g and typmg,
all these arc secondary-school JObs-but they
do not bring home the bacon.
.
MISSING THE POINT
Several papers recently (with Catlwlzc
a
in their title) have purported to discuss
hostile manner the Distributist condem.nauon
of industrialism. From one of them, m par.
ticular, courtesy was noticeably absent.
Apart enfuely from recent events wh1ch
have made so many people discover sudden_ly
that they are crypto-distribu_tists, these discussions need trouble us only m one respectthey miss the rea! point e~tirel_Y- Until they
deal with the prtmary pomts mvolved, they
have not discussed the subject at all. We may
indicate two of these primary points, one
doctrinal and one practical : I.-The Catholic doctrine on the nature of
human work and human acts is not to
be ascertained by inviting the comment
of the young. It is pertinent to ask
whether we are Catholics or Congregationalists.
2.-Critics take the permanence of Industrialism for granted. This also is unintelligent. The savage destruction of raw
materials, for example, suggests early
collapse.
These two points especially, with others,
must be dealt with before we can agree that
any discussion on Industrialism need detain
any intelligenrman.
PROGRESS
Our readers, particularly younger readers, should not be deceived by the disastrous
Roods of last Autumn and recently. Apart
from an occasional cataclysm, they are not
consequent on the English climate, but have
been getting steadily worse with the development of Industrialism.
The water platform under England,
twenty years before the war, was seventy feet
lower than it had been before the passion for
impervious paving became fashionable. By
now, in all probability, it is more than a
hundred feet lower.
The reason is quite clear. In the old
days, rain tended to sink into the earth where
it fell. It nourished England and caused no
real nuisance to low-lying areas. Even
macadam road paving was not entirely imper-
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vious. Nowadays there is a dreadful passion
adop~ed also towards all. natural things, t~
get nd of the stuff as qUickly as possible
.
. Aows o ff mto
the nearest brook stream' so
1t
river. The Catchment Boards, int~oduced ~r
a Conservative Gove~nment, make the poo~
farmers pay for what Is a new liability creat d
by Industrialism. Thousands of valuabl
e
acres are wasted at frequent intervals.
But Industrialism, and not Nature 15
'
responsible.
FULL FOOD PRODUCTION
The last issue of Th e Cross and The
Plough was devoted chiefly to emphasising
the need to increase production per acre and
to i.ncrease the n umber of acres. Possibiy by
accident, the Press of 6th January last carried
inspired announcements oi how the Government intended to pursue "Big and costly
schemes of land reclamation." The sincerity
of these statements may be gauged by the
fact that the first day of the Committee stage
of the Agriculture Bill was devoted to discussion of an amendment by Mr. Antony
Hurd that "fully productive" be added to
"stable and efficient" in the Bill. The amendment was resisted by the Government and
after 2 ~ hours it was rejected. Actions: after
all, speak louder than words.
TWO CHALLENGES
In view of this undoubted fact that the
Government is supporting the con:ention of
the economists rather than the good of the
citizens, it is appropriate to issue two challenges.
We challenge the Ministers of Agriculture and Food to deny that the most food per
acre is produced by small mixed farms, and
that the most food per acre is the present
and future need of these islands.
The Minister of Agriculture is now technically as well as actually responsible for
The Land Settlement Association. We• challenge him to deny that the specialism of that
Association has been an attack on rather than
an attack for Land Settlement, and that the
principles of the Catholic Land Movement,
rejected .decisively by that Association, would
have induced a sounder and more profitable
technique against the present crisis.
A QUESTION IN PARLIAMENT?
We are glad to see that Mr. Hurd asked
the Minister on 16th December whether any
investigation was being m ade into the poor

quality of some potatoes. The usual evasive
answer was made.
It would be of great pith and moment if
the Minister of Agriculture could be forced
to answer plainly a question on the following
lines:r.-To what general extent :1re commercial
potato growers using land exclusively,
or too frequently, for potato crops?
2.-To what extent is the Minister aware of
cases where potatoes are being grown repeatedly on the same land, with no intervention but a green manuring crop and
no other manure than blackening artificials?

3.-To what extent i!> this practice extending
inland from Lincolnshire?
4.-To what extent has the practice received
the t:1cit or express approval of County
Agricultural Committees?
5.-ls thi proce s in accord with the Rules of
Good Husbandry, to which the Minister
is so devoted in the Agriculture Bill?
6.-To what extent are such growers a sisted
to market their unsound product at once,
from the iifting, to the prejudice of farmers who grow potatoes in rotation a11d
ha\e to clamp their product for unwonted periods?
7.-How many . uch growers and officials of
County Committees are in prison as a
result of one or more of these operations?

THE POPE TO 'I 'HE FARMERS
T RANSLATED BY WALTER SHEWRI G
~rva beloved by the gentle Virgin, the Italian
This address by H.H. Pius XII was
i:clds extolled by Pliny for their life-giving
given on 15th November, r946, to the
perenn ial heaithfulness, their fertile ploughItalian League of Working Farmers ( such
la:1c.is sunny hills, shady woods, the fruitfulis probably the nearest English equivalent
ness of their vines and olives, the fatness cif
to Coltivatori diretti, a phrase made clear
their Rocks and herds. 0 fortunatos nimium,
in the first paragraph and implying a concried the gre;~t poet of the countryside, Oh
trast with owners who farm by proxy) . The
more than happy, did they know their bliss ,
translation is from the official Italian text
Those tillers of the soil! We should be loth
in the Acta, Dec. , I946.*
to let this occasion pass without ofTering you"
J T is always a special pleasure to us to weimessage of cheer and encouragement, the
come the representatives of the different
more so since We are well aware how much
callings whose varying activities go to make
the whole nation's moral recovery depends on
up a nation's social and economic life; but we
a farming class with an assured social status
feel an added satisfaction now as we greet in
:1nd firm religious foundations.
you, dear sons, the delegates of a nation-wide
1 More than otl1er men, ou live in continleague embracing a great body of farmers
ual contact with nature; material contact, inwho with their families actually till the soil,
asmuch as your life is passed in regions still
whether in fields they own themselves or in
far removed from the excess of an artificial
those they hold in trust under contract with
civilisation, and is all directed towards bringthe owners. These are 'dear fields,' the dulcia
ing forth from the depths of the soil, under
• It was obvious, notwithstanding the partial
the sun of the H eavenly Father, the abundant
and garbled versions which appeared in the
wealth his ha nd has stored there; contact too
Catholic weekly press, t hat the Holy Father's
address of 15th November last was df great
in a profoundly social sense, inasmuch as
importance.
your families form communities not merely
By the good offices of the Rev. H. E. G. Rope,
M.A., we were able to obtain from Rome the
for the consumption of goods but also, and
full text, which Mr. Walter Shewring has been
more especially, for the production of them.
good enough to translate. Our best thanks
Your life is rooted in the family-deeply,
text
the
stated,
As
.
are due to both gentlemen
so obtained has been checked against A cta
widely, completely so, in a wav that clings
Apostolicae Sedis now to hand.
close to nature; from this comes your econSupporters of the Catholic Land Movement
omic strength and your power of endurance
will not. fail to ~:ee in this pron ouncement the
authoritative confirmation, once again repeatthrough times of crisis, your proven impored, of a ll they have thought and worked for.tance for the proper development of law and
The Editor .

s

bl"
d rivate) throughout the
ord~r (pu dtcl ~~
indispensable function
nanon; an as Y
.
nd
led on to exerCise as a source a
!
you arc ca
.
·
al
and
bulwark of uncorrupted 1lYing, mh or£
.
the growt o men
religious-as fostcnng
lk .
wund in mind and body for every wa m
Church and for State.
J.f f
1 e, or
All the more nee df u1 15. I.t that the essen. I lements of an authentic rural c_ulturc
ua c
th
·
mple
h ld be preserved for e nation : a 51 . '
~tr~~ htforward, hard-working way of hfe;
g for authority above all for parental
respect
'
1 1
th
authority; love of country and oya ty to v~
..
that I·n the course of centunes ha
tra d Jtwns
.
h 1
proved fruitful for good; readmess t? ~ P
one another, not only within the Fan:Ily ut
between families, between households, lastly,
the one thing failing which these. other values
would lack foundation, lose thetr _worth and
sink into unchecked greed for gam-a tru_ly
religious spirit. Let the fear of Go~, trust _m
God, a living faith daily_ expressed I_n _fam!ly
prayers-let these be rulmg and gUidmg 111Auenccs in the lives of workers upon the_ land.
Let the church be still the heart of the ,village,
the hallowed spot where your Fathers sacred
tradition lives and where Sunday by_ Sun_d~y
the people meet together to li~t their sptr_tts
above material things to the pratse and service
of God and win by prayer 0e stren_gth to
think and live in Christian fashwn dunng the
coming week.
.
.
A farming concern ( aztenda) h_as a distinctively family char~cter: hence It~ great
importance for the soe1al and economic prosperity of the nation as a whole; hence _too the
farmer's especial title to draw from his _work
the means to maintain himself becom~ngly.
Doubtless !f one considered only the biggest
and quickest profits for the natio_n~l _exchequer or the che~pest possible provis~omng
of the nation with the produce of the s01l, one
might be tempted from this point of view to
sacrifice farming concerns to a greater or less
extent. Of this there are examples eno~gh
and by no means encouraging 6n_es-m the
last century and in our own. It IS for you,
accordingly, to show that such concern, precisely because of its family character, does not
exclude the real advantages of other forms of
concern and does avoid the disadvantages.
Show yourselves adaptabl~, ale:t a~d active
guardians of your native sOil, usmg It always,
never exploiting it. Show yourselves thoughtful and frugal men, men open to progress,

/e

who confidently employ their Own and others'
capital in so far as this is good for their work
and docs not endanger the future of the
family. Show yourselves equitable sellers (not
greedy speculators at the people's expense)
and ready buyers in the home market.
We are well aware that often enough such
standards are lacking. However upright the
intentions, however honourable the actions
on which many a farmer may pride himself,
it is none the less true that nowadays a man
needs great firmness of principle and vigour
of will to hold out against the diabolical
temptation of easy profits-the way of
ignoble speculation on one's neighbour's
necessities instead of earning one's living by
the sweat of one's brow.
Often this lack of standards is due in part
to the fau lt of parents who put their children
to work too early and neglect their spiritual
training and instruction; it may likewise be
due to want of needful schooling, and especially of the needful vocational knowledge.
There is no more misleading prejudice than
the belief that the worker on the land does
not need a serious and adequate education in
order to perform in the course of the year his
indefinitely varied seasonal tasks.
Sin, it .is true, has made work on the land
laborious, but sin did not bring it into the
world. Before ever sin came, God had given
man the earth to till, as the noblest and most
honourabLe of pursuits in the natural order.
Continuing the work of Adam's sin, the
actual sins of the whole of mankind have
made the curse on the earth weigh more and
more heavily. Stricken in turn by all manner
of plagues, floods, upheavals, pestilential
miasmas and devastating wars, the soil has
become in some regions desert-like, barren,
diseased; at the present moment it covers
murderous weapons that lurk in wait for
their victims; in such conditions, it will not
yield men its treasures freely. Among wounded victims the land comes first. Bending over
her, not like a serf over the sod but like a
doctor over his patient, the farmer gives her
his lavish and loving care. But love, though
needful, is not enough. To understand the
nature and temperament of one's own piece
of groun,d--often so different from even the
one nearest it-to discover the germs that
harm it, the burrowing rodents, crop-devouring insects, harvest-infesting weeds, to find
the elements l:lcking to it, to choose a

MECHANICAL PROGRESS

sequence of crops that will enrich it while it
rests-for all this and much else one need s
wide and varied knowledge.
Beside this, the land in many districtsquite apart from repairing the ravages of war
- has need of careful and thoughtful preliminary treatment before any reform can be
carried out in the conditions of ownership
and the mutual relations of .parties to a contract. Failing this, as experience and history
show, an improv.i.sed reform would be no
more than a demagogue's expedient, and
hence not helpful but useless and harmfulabove all to-day when mankind has to fear
for its daily bread. Many times in history
the irresponsible clamourings of agitators
have made rural populations slaves of a tyranny which at heart they shunned and unconscious objects of exploitation.
2 The injustice here appears all the greater
inasmuch as the countryman's way of life is
founded upon the family and is therefore
close to nature. This injustice finds its open
expression in the clash between towns and
country which is, alas, especially characteristic
of our time. What is its underlying reason?

Modern towns with their constant
growth in size and their agglomeration of inhabitants are the typical product of the tyranny exercised by the interests of big capital
over economic life and, what is more, over
man himself. As was clearly shown by our
glorious Predecessor Pius XI in his Quadragesimo Anno, it happens only too often that
human needs, with their natural and objective
importance, no longer control economic life
and the employment of capital; on the contrary, capital with its acquisitive ness determines what needs are to be satisfied, and in
what degree; hence human labour whose aim
is the common good has ceased to attract
capital and to use it for its own purposes;
instead, capital moves labour and men hither
and thither like so many pawns.
If even the townsman suffers by this unnatural state of things, sti ll more does it run
counter to the inmost nature of the life of the
countryman. For in spite of all difficulties
the worker upon the land still stands for the
natural order willed by God~ which is that
man with his work- is to master material
th ings, not material things to master man.

6
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This then is the inner reason of the
present conflict between town and country;
it shapes completely ~ifferent m~n. And 0c
conflict grows worse _w. proportiOn as_capital
forsakes its noble missJon of furth~rwg the
good of soc iety in each of ~ts . com.
poncnt fam ilies and t(espasses . wi~m the
rural world itself or otherwise mvolvcs
it in similar misfortune. It dangles gold
and a life of pleasure before the dazzled eyes of the land worker to induce
him to desert his holding and to squander in the town- which more often than not
has nothing but disappointment in store for
him- his hard-won savings and not seldom
his health and strength too, his happiness,
honour and very soul. Capital hastens to
make its own the holding thus deserted,
which thus becomes no object of love but one
of cold-blooded exploitation. The soil, that
generou s nurse of town as well as of _countr yside, produces now only for speculatiOn, and
while the nation starves and the debt-laden
farmer sinks slowly into ruin, the economy
of the nation is exhausted in order to buy at
dearer rates the provisions it is forced to get
from abroad.
This perversion of private ownership in
farm land does untold harm. The new
ownership has no love or concern for the plot
that so many generations had lovingly tilled ,
and is heartless towards the families who till
it and dwell upon it now. This abuse, however, docs not spring from the institution of
private ownership as such. Even where the
State completely monopolises capital and the
means of production, even there the interests
of industry and export trade-interests typical
of the town- have the upper hand. The real
farmer then suffers even more. But in eith er
case violence is done to the fundamental truth
always upheld in the church's social teaching,
the truth that a nation 's economy is an organic whole in which all the productive possibilities of the national territory should be developed in healthy proportions allowing for give
and take. H ad this fund amental truth been
kept to, oppo iti on 1--etween town and cou ntry
would never have gone so far.
You farmers certainly desire no such opposition; you desire each part of the national
economy to receive its share, but you also
wish to preserve your own share. Hence a
reasonable economic policy and a healt~ y
juridical order cannot but lend you their .sup-

s

por t. But yo_ur chief help ~ust come from
yourselves and your co-operat1ve union, espe _
ially so in the problems of_credit. Then pe~
haps the recovery of the whole national econom y will proceed from the quarter of
agriculture.
3 L astly, a word on work. You farmer
arc with your fa milies a working communit/
again, you m ake up a working communi~
with your partners and associates; a~d finally
yo u w1sh to form on e: great workmg com.
munity with all vocational groups throughout
the nati on. This is in accord with God 's and
with nature 's ordinance; this is the real Catholi c concep tion of work. Work unites men
in common service for the needs of the
nation, in a common endeavour towards
their own perfection to the honour of their
C reator and Redeemer.
Continue firmly to regard your work in
its true light, as the contribution of yourselves
and your fam~lies to t?e general economy.
You may then JUstly claim•a sufficient return
from it to li ve in a manner that will do justice
alike to your ~uman dignity and to your
needs of the mmd. At the same time you
must recognise the necessity to link yourselves
with all those ~ther vocational groups who
work fo r the vanous needs of the nation; and
you must give your consent to the principle of
social peace.
With all Our heart, dear sons, We invoke
heaven's choicest blessings on you and on
your families. The church has always blessed
you in a particular m~mner, and in many
ways has brought your working year into her
liturgical year. We invoke those blessings
upon the work of your hands, from which
God's holy altar receives the bread and wine.
May the Lord grant you, in scriptural phrase,
"the dew of heaven and the fatness of the
earth and plenty of corn and wine." May
your land, like the fertile Etruscan fields that
Livy admired between Fiesole and Arezzo,
be "rich in corn and herbs and abundance of
all things." With such feelings, such wishes
as these We bestow on you and all who are
dear to you a Father's Apostolic Blessing.

We record with sorrow the sudden death
on 8th February of Father Austin Barker,
O.P. , S. T.M.
A note on this old friend will appear in
our next issue-Editor.

THE ESSENTIAL CONFLICT
soMETHING over a year ago, General de
Gaulle instructed M. Monnet to be president of a committee for "modernising
France." M. Monnet has issued his report,
which, speaking generally, ascribes the defeat
of France to insufficient industrial power and
urges that she should become as rapidly as
possible a first-class modern industrial power.
The fact that France owes to such industrialism as she posssessed her Communist problem
is, of course, not mentioned.
Probably it is more than a coincidence that
a book Par dela notre nuit, by Daniel Rops,
has achieved its 35th edition. It was begun
in the dark days of the German occupation,
and M. Rops' subject is the decisive virtue of
mechanisation a outrance. Like M. Monnet,
M. Rops ascribes that dark night to a failure
of mechanisation. Actually, we who saw
from the outside know that France's failure
was due to nothing of the kind. It was
because "economy" prevented the extension
of the Maginot Line to the sea : it was because
Frenchmen hated one another more than they
hated the ideas of Hitler, and so on.
We are very sorry to see that a country of
classically distributed property can grasp so
short-sightedly at what is already dying. The
present need of mankind is not for mechanisation but for the life proper to men.
Machines will fail-man will go on; and it is
of the utmost importance that he should go
on the right lines.
But M. Monnet deals frankly with the
short policy. M. Rops, who writes as a Catholic, is more concerned with the long policy.
In a book of great eloquence, he .insists
(rightly) on the decisive place of France in the
world of ideas. Possibly he is unaware of the
fact that the mechanical short-comings of the
French Army started his thought. But that
is clear to an outsider. For that brief chimera
he is prepared to sacrifice more than he
knows.
M. Rops does not know nearly as much
about Industrialism as he ~hinks he does. Like
most enthusiasts on this subject, he exaggerates the virtues of the Beloved, and is quite
blind to the worst of her defects.
His praise of mechanisation fails for three
reasons:-

1 He asserts, rightly, that man must
always be the dominant consideration. Yet
he proceeds with the argument that mechanical development is a sort of mystic
destiny which we cannot escape. In this he
echoes the apocalyptic nonsense of Berdyaeff which afflicted us some years ago.
2 He does not once mention that the
Catholic teaching on work and property is
permanent, and that his ideal mechamsed
state is not compatible with the Catholic
teaching. He does not, indeed mention
teaching at all.
'
3 He does not once allude to the rapid
exhaustion of raw materials, and of the land
itself, which will bring mechanisation in
sorrow to an early grave.
M. Rops, indeed, combines an undoubted
eloquence with a curious ability to forget or
to overlook essential parts of his own argument when it suits him to do so. He does so,
for example, on pp. 99·101, where development would destroy his whole thesis. We
cannot go, as we should wish, into more detail now, to demonstrate, as would be easy if
lengthy, that his proposed state is not compatible with known Catholic teaching. But in
view of the popularity in France, and the probable translation, of a mischievous work, we
are constrained to offer this warning here.

THE RED LIGHT
Give me some land, and a willing hand tO
help me plough and sow.
A little cot with a garden plot where flowers
and herbs may grow.
Give me a horse, and a cow, of course, some
ducks-a hen or two,
A hive of bees, a few apple trees, with restful
hills to view.
"Big Business" fans like their food in cans,
machine produced and "killed."
But I don't care for their bill of fare, dehydrated or chilled.
My choice is made, over-long I've stayed
industrialism's clown;
Good food to eat I must grow de suite, and
quit this factory town.

-G.P
9

ROTHAMSTED
By H. R. BROADBE T
in that the isolation of bacteria in pure culture
HE work of the scientists at Rothamste~
is now recognised to be misleading and experhas unfortunately been ov~rshado~ed by
iments have moved to field soil.
the publicity given to the ClassJC Expcnments
The department of Physics states that "in
and in particular to Broadbalk F1eld. Th1s
its broadest terms the physical attack relies on
quarterly has already shown •t~at the Broadstudying energy balances between meteorobalk experiment is not all that IS cla1m~d for
logical, soil and vegetation factors."
it. It is now well known that wnh the IntroLimited collaboration between some deduction of (allows the original ·experiment
partments occurs on some of the experiments.
was abandoned. It is a pity therefore to find
An instance is the work in 1945 on the effect
such misleading descriptions as "the ro?th
of sodium salts on sugar beet in which the desuccessive wheat crop " and "the croppmg
partments of Crop Physiology and Botany
and manuring of the plots continues unwere engaged.
changed from year to year" have been permitPlant Pathology covers, in mycology, the
ted in the latest Rothamsted Report. t
plant diseases caused by soil-borne fungi, and
If this shop soiled window dressing could
investigations of a part of the interaction of
be shed there is immense energy of research
the life in the soil comes within its sphere,
available. The symposium on Micr?-organbut care is apparently taken to avoid any refisms of the Soil by members of the BwlogJCal
erence to bacten a whtch are left in the hands
Staff under the direction of Sir John Russell,
of tne soil microbiologists.
published in r923, is sufficient evidence of
The microbiologists have had more diffispecialised knowledge and advances whtch,
culty in keeping themselves to themselves.
if they were not so isolated from each other,
They have engaged in a study of "mycorrcould lead to a more comprehensive judgehizal associations in crop plants, with the
ment on the needs of plant and animal.
assay of thiamin in potatoes and with the
At the moment there are at Rothamsted
toxicity to plants of 2 : 4 dichlorophenoxyacetic
the following departments; physics, chemisacid."
' ry, microbiology, pedology, botany, cr?p
The Biochemists also overlap on
physiolog}', statistics, plant pathology, bJOviruses and mention some work on animal
chemistry, entomology, bees, insecticides and
fungicides , field experiments and farm staff.
disease. 1 his is, however, followed immedIt is claimed that the work is not cond ucted
iately by a hurried disclaimer of poachingin a series of watertight compartments, but
"it is not of course proposed that the study of
to judge from the reports it has not been posan organism causing an animal disease should
sible to fulfil this wish in practice, even with
be a permanent feature of work in the laborthe assistance of common-room discussions.
atory. "
evertheless there is a certain wistAs an example the report of the department
fuln~s. in the paragraph which makes one
of Chemistry may be cited. It runs to r2
realise some longings which must be suppres...
sed.
pages; yet the only mention of living organi ms is a passing reference to virus and funThe general impression from reading the
gus diseases of sugar beet.
departmental reports is a demonstratio11 of
A similar segregation of the problems of
strain, a separation where there can be no sepagronomy occurs in other departments. In
aration, an extraction from a context which
Soil Microbiology the main lines of research
must be seen in its entirety. If the scientific
are "First the study of the soi l micropopulastudy of plant and animal ecology is to detion as a whole and secondly investigations
velop this strain must be broken down . It
dealing with the nitrogen fixing bacter ia of
would seem that this can be done, organically,
leguminous plants." Certainly a great change
in only one way. The sections of examinahas taken place in the approach to the study,
tion are made up of specialists. With such
an
organisation it would appear that each pro• e.g. Vol. 8 No. 4 S S . Peter and Paul 1942.
blem and experiment must be examined and
t Report of the War Years. 1939-1945. Rotham~t·~d Experimental Station 5 / -.
controlled not by one or two, but by a team
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conststmg of a member or members of each
department. Overlapping will take place.
Let overlapping take place. Reports will not
be departmental reports but team reports. If
it is necessary, becau e of physical conditions,
for each member of the team to disappear behind a departmental door when he makes his
laboratory examination, that will not prevent
the common meeting ground at the soil, crop
and animal. It should never be possible, as it
is at present, for a department of Insecticides
and Fungicides to submit a report of 20 pages
of experiments without one mention of the
effect of the poisons on the soil's micro-population .
It 1s also doubtful whether much of the
work done in isolation can be relatively accurate if a part of the cycle, the animal, is excluded. Rothamsted experiments, in general,
finish in a table of yields, of increase or decrease in insects, soil organisms or chemical
quantities. Until there is a set of tables for
each experiment and the set includes one giving the effect of the trial on the animals consuming the product, the results will never be
sufficiently comprehensive to be satisfactory.
There is one further matter of which the
public should be aware . The Annual Report
fo r 1906 contained the boast that "the Rothamstcd Experimental Station has never been
connected with any external organisation but
has been maintained entirely at the cost of
Sir John Lawes."
The 1915-1917 Report gave a list of subscribers and donors, which included the
Chilian Nitrate Committee, the Potash Syndicate, the Sulphate of Ammonia Committee,
itrogen Fertilisers Ltd., the Gas Light and
Coke Co., and Messrs. Brunner Mond and
Co.
The 1925-1926 Report referred to a
number of private individuals and artificial
manure firms as contributors, but in addition
to a grant by the Ministry of Agriculture.
The 1929 Report, after detailing the
donors of assistance, states that "The result is
that the Station is able to deal with problems
affecting modern farming in a far more complete .~anner than would otherwise be posstble.
The latest Report indicates a great change
in the financing of Rothamsted . "In 19IJ th.e
Developement Commissioners made their
first grant to the Station. Since then Govern-

mcnt Grant. have been made annually and at
the present time over yo per cc.:nt. of the necessaf) funds i provided from Government
Sources-mainly by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Agricultural Research Council."
Over 90%

A GLIMPSE OF SWITZERLAND
(October r6th, 1946)
.
We enter'd on this golden day together
A realm of mountains and midsummer
weather,
Saw men afield by wain and plough and tall,
The vineyards sunn'd above the Leman deep,
The bloom-bright gardens and hill pastures
steep,
From war's destroying angel scatheless all.
We saw the Dent du Midi's peak agleam
heer o'er white bands of cloud about her
breast,
The poplar'd meadows by Rhone's slaty
stream,
The far-seen Matterhorn's upsoaring crest,
Brieg's cupolas aglisten far below
Vast Monte Rosa's tower'd ridge of snow.

0 land of heaven favour'd, happy land,
Uncovetous of neighbour landmarks, blest
With peace and wide well-being, unoppress'd
By money'd tyranny, or greedy band
Of proud State hirelings, harrying the poor,
Wdl !1usbanding God's gifts of corn and
wtne,
Of thronging hive and herd and horse and
kine,
Gladness of heart, that pass'd proud empires
by,
Hath surely made h.er refuge from God's foes
This land of sunshine guarded by the snows.
-H. E. G. RoPE.

TRIO LET
(Special Legislation bas decreed Summer
Time as from r6th March, 1947)
The snow's on the ground,
The pipes are all burst,
Let Time go beclowned,
Snow's stili on the ground,
But the Cabinet's found,
That a word cures the worst,
Summer's now on the ground,
But the pipes are still burst.
-H .R. 16th March, 1947.
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ORDER OF BATTLE: XXIX

I

THE DOOM

our last issue, we had occasion to discuss
the Doomsday Book, pleasantly so-called,
issued by the Ministry of Agriculture in
August, 1946. We have now to discuss the
Doom, introduced into Parliament by Mr.
Tom Williams on 18th De::embcr, 1946.
The Agriculture Bill runs to IIO Sections, 12 schedules and 103 pages. It is, therefore, the most substantial, as well as the most
sinister, measure on agriculture ever placed
before Parliament.
The word Agriculture covers a multitude
of sins. The Catholic Digest of U.S.A., January, 1947, has a pleasant little anecdote
which summarises the whole situation. At
a state agricultural college one of the farm
boys was asked to define the term agriculture.
"Agriculture," he attempted, "is something
like farming, only farming is doing it."
In face of the present situation, our task
is threefold : (a) To outline the history which has led up
to the present Bill.
(b) To give our readers an analysis of the
Bill itself.
(c) To suggest the correct attitude to be
adopted towards the present notions on
agriculture.
THE HISTORY
It would be wrong to suggest that the
Labour Government is entirely responsible
for the present position and the present Bill.
The position was set up by Capitalist Industrialism over a long period. Something
strongly resembling the present Bill would
have been put forward anyway. The war
measures recorded in our last issue (and leading up to the present Bill) were set up by a
Conservative Government and operated by a
Coalition. The Bill may be taken, therefore,
to be much more the work of a Ministry
than of a Minister.
Capitalist Industrialism had no use for
domestic production of food. It preferred
the basis, endorsed by that wicked man, the
late Arthur Balfour, that this country was
the workshop of the world and that food
came from the new countries in return for
our industrial exports. The strenuous efforts
of our farmers to carry on sound farming
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agai,lst this deadly handicap should receive
our F.ieed of acknowledgment. They broke
down, as they were bound to break down.
Soon after the beginning of the century,
however, two facts impinged very heavily on
the traditional "export" basis encouraged by
such papers as The Economist and the present
Governmen• Other countries set up in increasing mea~ure their own non-farming production, and the farming ex capital common
in the New Countries began to cause anxiety
and to restrict export.
Accordingly, the misguided men who
ruled the destinies of this country were forced
to acts to preserve domestic food production .
These were, chiefly, the Marketing Boards
Act and the Wheat Act of 1933, the ramp
known as the Rating and Valuation Act of
1925, and the Ottawa Agreement.
Lord Addison was chiefly responsible for
the first. Probably he still does not realize
the savage blow this struck at farming . It
and the Wheat Act divided farming into
"industries" or factories turning out an individual farm product. A premium was put at
once on large specialised concerns and a
severe handicap on straight mixed farming,
especially small mixed farming. The bookwork alone made the position unnecessarily
hopeless for the sma ll man . All attempts,
including that of the Catholic Land Movement, to get back to a sound farming basis,
were crushed savagely by government action.
The main feature throughout has been
th at the Government, caught thus on one foot
by the rebound of principles, has been reduced to a series of short hops. It is characteristic of the developing situation that only shortdistance (or short-sighted) action was attempted, and that long-distance acts to recreate
soundness were invariably rejected . The pace
has increased during the last few years.
Foreign food has been more and more difficult to obtain and pay for, and the necessity
of feeding a larger urbanised population has
led more and more to short-distance steps
calculated to produce food to-morrow at the
expense of next week. We warn everyone
concerned, by no means for the first time,
th at we are now at the stage where we must
con icier next week, or starve in clue course.

..

Mr. Williams, addressing the CounciL of
Agriculture (to which he notified a death sentence) on the very day he introduced his Bill,
said:"As to the objective there is not, I
think, any real disagreement among agriculturists in any quarter as to what that
should be. There might be some argument
about what was meant by maximum production. We are all familiar with the law
of diminishing returns, and clearly the
nation's resources of manpower and capital
must be employed where they will bring
in the highest returns from the point of
view of national well-being. But I do not
think that consideration is at all at variance
with the long-term agricultural policy to
which this Government intends to work.
That policy aims at a healthy well-balanced
agriculture which, when conditions again
become normal, will give full scope for the
production of the essentiaL pmtective foods
such as meat, milk, eggs, vegetables and
fruit , which are best suited to our soils and
climate. There is plenty of room for
expansion there, and there is no reason why
at the same time we should not maintain
somewhat larger acreages of the main corn
crops, including wheat, than we did before
the war."
This involves two astonishing plc:ces of
old-fashioned fallacy. We are going to want
all the domestic food we can get, diminishing
returns or no diminishing returns, and the
ridiculous Astorian thesis of concentrating on
"protective" foods depends on the continuance of an economic system already dead.
To be forced back step by step is not
statesmanship, it is pure opportunism. We
realise that the sins of the past mean food
now but we must remember next week as
well'as to-morrow, and forestall the impe?ding famine and unemployment _by rever?ng
as quickly as possible to small mtxed farmmg,
which is known to produce the most food per
acre.
To a country thus up against famine and
collapse comes the Bill.
THE AGRICULTURE BILL
Before we come to the text of the BilL
we must inform our readers of one point of
the utmost gravity. The National Farmers'
Union in its Record of January, 1947 (p. 63)
says : ;,Neverthele~s~ as a majo~ contribution
to agricultural stab1ltty, the Bill Itself deserves

a sincere welcome from the farmer." On the
follo~;ing p~ge_, it records with complacency
that there 1s likely to be a minority, both of
farmers and landowners, who will not respond sufficiently to that (governmental)
advice."
We haYc been astonished, more than
once, at the absence of reaction in that Union
to the totalitarian proceedings of County
Committees. It is here regularised, as aga in t
an elaborate and expensive method of fixing
prices, which may be taken to suit the large
influential commercial farmer, and to suit
no one else. The Minister, in this Bill, shows
every sign of having traded price against loss
of freedom. Let us proceed. •
The Financial Memorandum which precedes the Bill declines cautiously to forecast
the cost of Administration, and adroitly
makes the point that the staff of the Ministry
may have to be increased.
Pan I, Guaranteed Prices and Assured
Markets, sets up a highly expensive and cumbrous system of fixing prices and markets,
and gives to the Minister (Section 3) unlimited power of fixing prices, notwithstanding
the elaborate scheme.
On another page we reprint, from our
issue of S.S. Peter and Paul, 1939, a system
we suggested eight years ago, with due regard
for the short-distance aspects involved. It
seems desirable to reprint the text here, in
view of the unnecessary bureaucracy now proposed.
Part II enables the Minister or his delegate, which normally will be the County
Committee, to impose supervision on any
owner and/or occupier for reasons vague
enough to be used in any desired case.
_ It cannot be emphasised too strongly that
there is no provision in the Bill for any appeal
against this supet·vision, which does not
exclude, and probably expects, dictation on
the use of artificial manures.t
• This article was written before the Second

Reading of the Bill on 27th January, 1947. On
that important occasion Capt. Crookshank,
speaking for the Conservative Party, said that
a Division would not be pressed. In other
words. the Party approved the Bill in principle.
This confirms the analysis made here and increases, if possible. the gravity of the position.
t This is suggested strongly by the White Paper
which purports to explain the Bill (CMF 6996).
Paragraph 31 says: "In the case o! an occupier, directions may cover any aspect of his
farming, as, for instance, the cultivation of
the land, the management of his livestock, the
application of fertilisers, etc."
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If this supervision is deemed inadequate,
che owner andfor occupier may be evicted by
the Minister, who may farm it himself or
hand it over to an approved tenant (Section
16). One example per district may keep the
rest in order. It is control without purchase
-the cheapest form of nationalisation on
record.
The Ninth Schedule to the Bill shows
how various statutory bodies are to be set up.
County Committees are to consist of twelve
members. Five, including the Chairman, are
to be appoi nted by the Minister, three from
"persons appearing to the Minister to represent farmers," two "appearing to him to
represent workers," and two "appearing to
him to represent owners."
This is too easy. We should expect no
difficulty in getting from such a body any
verdict we happened to want. They serve at
the Minister's pleasure (Sub-Section 4).
The Bill would set up, to deal with
evictions (but not supervision) Agricultural
Land Tribunals. Reference to the Royal
Courts of Justice is thereby excluded. This
highly vicious practice continues a system of
which government should be getting ashamed. In the present case, the Chairman is to
be a Barrister appointed by the Lord Chancellor. There are to be two other members,
one each from a panel, each "appearing to tl1e
Minister to represent" owners and farmers.
It is not stated how selection from the pai .el
is to be made. Do grown men fall for this?
Part III elaborates methods of compensation, which it would take .a trained lawyer
to assess.
Part IV enable the Minister to set -up
small holdings. It has always been a trouble
to honest men that some counties entirely,
and others partially, obstructed the intentions
of the Small Holdings Act of 1908. In this
the Minister takes power to act independently. The proof of the pudding will be in
the eating.
Section 49 (2) purports to authorise "the
formation of bodies of persons" to "help and
extend small holdings." But our readers
should not overlook that this is limited to
"occupiers of small holdings provided by the
authority." That is, the authority "geebs der
gondrol."
14

There is nothing in this Part giving anything beyond the status of' tenant, and ownership is not envisaged. A "full fair rent" is
express! y stipulated.
Part V deals, inter alia, with the setting
up of those County Committees which have
already been set up in fact by the Minister.
This shows a contempt for Parliament which
has become far too common. Statistics and
compulsory information therefor are expressly
threatened in this Part.
Unless the Minister drives a coach and
four through the Bill, which he would be
well able to do under sufficient..pressure, there
is no hope here for the Catholic Land Movement.
The only bright spot is that, according to
a Press Conference addressed by Mr. Williams, at which a representative of The Cross
and The Plough was present, the Land Settlement Association is to be taken over by the
Ministry. Some chickens do come home to
roost. Characteristically, the White Paper
quotes as authority for this operation Clause
86 of Part V of the Bill. No one on earth
would guess one from the other.*
SUGGESTIONS
The imperative needs of the present
situation arc quite clear : 1. The hort-distance need is to provide the
most food at once.
2. The long-distance need is to provide the
most food on a basis of permanence
and improvement of fertility.
The keys to both are : I. Ample livestock.
2 . Variation of crops.
3· Small mixed farming.
The Bill does not make overt provision
for any of these five points, in spite of its
bulk and verbiage. There is every reason to
suppose that the impulse to control and dominate is greater than the impulse to produce.
That is, the Bill is irrelevant in any case, and
probably malicious as well. If Parliament,
and especially the House of Lords, is conscious of its main job, it will insist on the
radical re-casti ng of the Bill.
• A Government Committee of Enquiry criticised
the Land Settlement Association very severelY'
in its Report of December, 1939. See The
Attack on Land Settlement in our issue of
I.adyday, 1940.

At present it completes the destruction
of the notion of property, sets U_P a heavy
ed interest in every county and m London,
vestd accelerates the d estructton
·
o f E ng1·1sh
an_l For the very basis of the Committees
SOl·
·
t a premium on t he spectacu lar as agamst
phu s ound and on the immediate as against
res
'
·c.·1
the remote. We mayWexpect more art1?<:'a s
d less livestock.
e may expect v1c1ous
f~terference with the rhythm of good husbandry. The controllers control us. Who
controls them? As Mrs. Parry Eden said
some years ago : -

"When everything is all controiled
From mugs to meat, from ~er to
bowlers,
Who shall retrieve the pass we've sold
Vfho shall control us the controllers?"
In these ~nhappy circumstances, the duty
of the Cathobc Land Movement is quite clear.
-r:he propo~d system will collapse of its own
v1ces. It Is for us to remain in being to
stand by _to pick up the pieces, and to play
our part m the real reconstruction when the
false one is dead,
GOD SAVE ENGLANDl

BLEACHED FLOUR AND
HYSTERIA
EADERS of The Cross and The Plough

R are familiar with the extremely curious
delusion of the industrial population that
there is an association between bleached fl~ur
an d a high standard of living. The delusiOn
· carefully fostered by interested parties, and
IS
h
.
·r will be news to many that t e process 1s
~sed upon the "high extraction" flour imosed during and since the war, as well as
~pon the white low-extraction flour which is
common to commerce. It is of great interest
that the Government, and its experts to whom
it trusted, did not prohibit this bleaching
process when it exacted hi~her extr~cti?n
standard s. It is both interestmg and slgmficant.
The British Medical Journal of 14th
December last contains an important article,
Diet and Canine Hysteria by Sir Edward
Mcllanby. It is reinforced "by a disturbed
editorial.
Sir Edward points out that canine
hysteria has been common in Brit~sh and
American dogs for many years, and IS growing in its incidence. On the strength of previous experiments, he considered it probable
that the bleaching of wheat flour (apart from
its rate of extraction) imparted a toxic effect
to the flour.

.
He discovered that bleaching of a kind
1mposed on some 90% of British flour (and
common also in the United States) was termed "agenising." It consists of submitting
flour to the bleaching effect of a gas consisting of "1% nitrogen trichloride in air saturated with water-vapour." He arranged for
supplies so treated, and identical flour untreated. He then expcrim::ntcd on several
sets of dogs, each set from the same litter.
He discovered that no dog fed with
untreated flour was subject to hysteria or fits.
All dogs fed with agenised flour suffered
severely and several died. In several cases,
by reversing the diet, he found that dogs who
had previously had severe fits ceased to have
them when fed on untreated flour, while dogs
immune when fed on untreated flour had fits
when treated flour was fed . The experiments
are continuing.
As the Editor of the British Medical
Journal points out, with characteristic
caution, the consumption of this agenised
flour by human beings "cannot fail !O give
rise to some anxiety."
While applauding the under-statement,
we hope that the devotees of white flour will
also suffer some anxiety, and that the G?~crn
ment will explain why it has not pro?1b1_ted,
and why its chosen experts have not md~eat
cd, a very dangerous industrial practice.
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MAN'S CONQUEST OF NATURE
By

K.

L.

Dean of St. Paul's and Professor A.
T HED. Ritchie,
reviewing Bertrand Russell's
recent History of Western Philosophy, both
call attention to the following passage :
"Man, formerly too humble, begins to think
of himself almost as a God. In all this I feel
a grave danger, the danger of what may be
called cosmic impiety. The concept of 'truth'
as something dependent on facts largely outside human control has been one of the ways
in which philosophy has hitherto inculcated
the necessity of humility. When this check
on pride is removed a further tep is taken on
the road to a certain kind of madness, to
which modern men are prone. I am persuaded that this intoxication is the greatest·
danger of our time, and that any philosophy
which contributes to it is increasing the
danger of vast social disaster."
The way of the unbeliever is hard, and
his difficulties are many and great. All thi s
is adm irably exemplified in th e foregoing
passage. The sceptic ca n hardly put pen to
paper without proclaiming the urgent importance of those things whose very existence
he is always trying to deny. He is like the
enemy of for mal logic and metaphysics who
wants to say that every statement ever made
is fa lse, but can not do so because he would
have to include hi s own statement in the
general holocaust. So here the phrase "cosmic
impiety" is the phrase of a man who wants
to deny the existence of God but ca nnot do so
bec.1use he feels the breath of the Hound of
Heaven hot on the back of his neck. Outside
the philosophy of the Christian faith there is
confessedly no cosmos, only the infinite
potentialities of chaos. If there is no cosmos,
there is nothing to be pious about; there can
be no co mic piety, and therefore no cosmi c
impiety. Otherwise we are bound to say
that cosmic impiety is as essentia l a feature
of the co~ mic process as is cosm ic piety.
The instant we begin to admi t th e idea
of a cosmos, we are on the road to Rom e; we
arc almost within earshot of the accents of
the Hol y Father. Theologians have known
for two thousand years th at there was a vast
social disaster awa iting mankind. When it
involve the innocent with the guilty, th ev
16
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call it "the wrath of God"; when it meticulouslv discriminates between innocent and
guilty they call it "Hell." They have also
known that the way to Hell was through the
sin of pride, and that what could save man
from it was the virtue and grace of humility.
But there is nothing in the whole of Mr.
Russell's philosophy to warrant a ny such
deduction, or to justify either of these two
statements. There is no room in it for sin or
virtue or grace.
A friend of mine calls logic the democratic science that defends the common man
against the tyra nn y of the expert. The expert
must have his million-po und laboratory, but
the student of logic does not even need a
book. Mr. Russel l is one of the experts; as
logicians we may legitimately ask him what
authority he has for saying that man has ever
been too humble, and who gave him that
authority. He speaks of the "necessity of
humili ty." Who would complain of a sphere
as being spherical, or of a picture as bei ng
too beautiful , or of a piece of music as being
too musica 1 ? Is the whole of his philosophy
based on fou ndations no less Aimsy?
And why should Mr. Russell trouble
himself and his readers about the possibility
of vast social disaster? If the human race is
merely a plague of vermin on the fair face
of the earth, and if each one of us is no better
than a rat, why worry? What does it matter
what happens to us? There is nothing
axiomatically important about the f uture of
the race, and the democratic logician is bound
to ask for an adequate reason for the concern
demanded of him. The instant we admit that
man is something better than a rat, we are
once more on the road to Rome. Before we
know where we are we shall be talking about
man having an immortal soul. What conceivable difference can th ere be betv.reen m an
and rat if both are destined to the same
doom? The geologists talk of a race of prehi storic monsters which were suddenly
involved in some cataclysmic disaster and
disappeared. Who now worries about their
end? They were a magnificent race, in many
ways far more magnificent than puny man ,
hut who ca res? I am constantly being told ,

b all sorts of experts, to exercise all sorts of
y autions about my physical welfare. But

~r~c take

no thought for my immortal soul,
should I take thought for my mortal
What is there a?out my body that
makes it so much more 1mthp~rta~t thanb mdy
? Frankly, I can see no mg m my o y
sou I .
h
.
f fi
.
that makes it wort preservmg or ve rr.mutes.
There are spots on th e sun. When we
· these columns have pointed out all the
~~llacies we can find in Mr: Russell's statent we are bound to admtt that we recogn:ese in it a statement of the greatest value
m d of the utmost Importance.
·
H Is
' wor ds
an the words of ii wise man, who, in spite
a~e the most strenuous efforts, has failed to
~reak away from the great Christian tradition
· which he has been brought up. He here
1 ~ es utterance to a great Catholic truth. He
~~Jects the Christian faith root an~ branch,
but he must have its flowers and fruit because
h cannot live without them. Who has once
s:en the Cross, however imperfectly and
inadequately, can never again be as thou)!h
he had never seen it. So . Bertrand . Russell
here cuts himself off from his own ph1losop~v
and says what Christian men have sa1d
throughout the ages. Indeed , when .a Catholic priest says exactly the same thmg, we
Catholics always say, "How dull! ho"": COJ?monphi.ce! how conventional! how unmspt:ed and uninspiring I" although we know Jt
is perfectly true.
The price of liberty is eternal vigilance.
Many think that the danger is from the
extreme left, others think it is from the
extreme right. To us in these columns the
words "left" and · "right" mean ~ext to nothing. If we thought it worth wh1le we ~ould
insist on adequate definitions i~ sigmficant
language, but is not worth wh~le. For one
thing, we reahze that to a certam exten~ we
are bound to submit to the current termmology, but more important still, we have perfect
confidence in the thousands of excellent
fellows who are on the watch for the dangers
from extreme left and extreme right. To
employ the sa me foolish nomenclature, our
concern is with the danger from the extreme
centre. We believe that the greatest danger
comes from the most unexpected quarter, the
point where everything looks perfectly s.afe
and where no-one has ever thought of settmg

1h

:oJy?

!t

want

a watch. this is where we
the best
men to be, and this is where we claim Bertrand Russell as a valuable ally. When we
see left and right glaring at each other across
the floor, we feel comparatively safe and
comfortable .. We think there is a possibility
that they Will keep each other in check to
some extent. When thieves fall out honest
men may come by their own. But ~hen we
see left and right making for the centre, when
we see them begin to smile genially at each
other and shake hands with each other and
congratulate each other on each other's
speeches, then we begin to think it is time to
feel apprehensions and misgivings. Bertrand
Russell is generally set down as something of
a Communist, but here at least he rises above
all the ideologies and talks about a dan~er
which is at its greatest when the ideologtsts
have forgotten all their differences. It is
when both sides begin to say the same things,
in the same words and in the same tone of
voice,. about "Man's Conquest of Nature,"
" the Importance of Economic Interdependence," "the Industrialisation of Agriculture,"
"the Future of Atomic Energy," "the
Leisure State," that is when and where
"cosmic impiety" begins; that is when and
where man "begins to think of himself as a
God"; that is when and where man begins to
forget "the necessity of humility." To what
other kind of thing but this can Bertrand
Russell be referring? I can think of nothing
else. All these phrases represent aspects of a
vast comprehensive philosophy which is
taking possession of all men and making
them forget their littleness, their insignifi. cance, their extreme dependence. They are
the phrases of intoxicated men and madmen
who think of themselves, not as creatures, but
as creators. If Bertrand Russell is not gen~
eralising in the void (and that I c~nn?t ?elieve
of him), this must be what he IS a1mmg at.
What alternative suggests itself?
Of all these proud phrases, perhaps the
proudest and maddest is the one about
"Man's conquest of nature." If Bertra~d
Russell is right, we must. not o.nly a?s~m
from propagating philosophies whtch mi~Ister
to men's pride, but must fight these phtlosophies, in all their aspects, whenever and
wherever they raise their ugly heads. Is man
really conquering nature, or is nature conq uering man? When I was a boy, I had as
much butter to eat as I liked. At the present
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moment, 1 feel doubtful whether I shall ever
taste butter again. Is this because. I am conquering nature, or becaus~ nature 1s conquering me? If we are ha~mg to send .to the
Antarctic for our food; if we are havmg to
go deeper and deeper for o ~r fuel; if we a~e
finding it more and more ~iflicult to ~ecruJ t
men for the heavy industnes, on wh1ch so
much is said to depend; if the birth-ra~e
among the most highly civilised peoples IS
steadily declining; if we are ali at the mercy
of atomic energy; is it because we are conquering nature, or because nature is conquering us? And respice finem. Are we finally
to triumph over nature and live for ever, or
are we ali doomed to die?
The modern scientific politician who
lusts to rule all men talks as if man 's conquest of nature were something achieved but
yesterday. Two thousand five hundred years
ago Sophocles, in a chorus in the "Antigone,"

described the same victory far more convincingly and far more grandly than any modern
expert could ever hope to do. But with
Sophocles, this pa::an of triumph was but a
prelude to the most horrifying crimes and
disasters, and the last words of the chorus in
the tragedy are "Great words of prideful men
are ever punished with great blows, and in
old age teach the chastened to be wise."
Henceforth we are free to say that men who
try to persuade us that a g lowing future
awaits mankind beca use we have conqut>red
nature, are either miscreants who have their
own axes to grind, or are the poor deluded
victims of such mi screants. In whatever
direction we look, there is no glowing future
awaiting mankind. If we are allowed to Jive
this is as much as we can expect, and in thi~
we must Jearn to find our happiness. This
is the teaching of Bertrand Russel] and of
Sophocles, an d this is the teaching of the
Catholic Church.

----------------

A PLAN FOR JUST AGRICULTURAL
PRICES
(Reprinted, without amendment, from
the last issue of The Cross und The
Plough, reference was made to (a) the
vital need of increasing rota] food production
and soil fertility in this country, and (b) the
danger that this need will be exploited in the
interests of bureaucracy and specialisation,
and concentration on a selected group of food
products.
Th e following outline of a scheme
attempts to deal adequately with both these
probl~ms. It should be noted that the policy
of thts organ of the Catholic Land Movement, for man y years, has been to outRank
the problems of dictated prices and market
domination by setting up fully rounded selfsubsistent communities. This remains the
orily complete solution in a finance-ridden
world, but the special urgency imposed by the
intern ational situation demands an interim
scheme which can be applied at once to the
ex isting agricultural system of this country.
. The elements of the problem are as
follows:I.-Husbandry in modern times is uniqu~
in that it imposes a double anxiety. In addition to the natural and inevitable anxieties

JN
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the issue of S.S. Peter and Paul, 1939)
imposed by uncertainties of weather and
casualties to livestock, there is the second and
intolerable anxiety that after production processes of unparalled duration, prices are Erequently below cost of production. The. first of
these is much more than the equivalent of
anxieties in Industry. Industry (in spite of
much Jess refractory material and shorter
processes) has found .itself unable to cope with
world competition, and has demanded and
sec ured for itself protection by tariff.. Accordingly, the second anxiety should be removed
entirely from Husbandry.
2.-Unk!er the stress ·of this double
anxiety, Husbandry has been forced to
modify or abandon sound rotations and maintenance of soil fertility, which is the oldest
law of Husbandry.
3.-The land being the source of all life,
a sound husbandry is essential to the health of
the social body. This becomes more imperative as the social body is threatened from
without, and/or supplies of food from exhauStion and erosion .of soils. Both conditions are
present to-day.

,.
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. . . . . . . f~t:t w:i'adical modification by the ~na of. the

~-;,; "'_p-ericn!:: The c:1~ ~ marke: gardentng ryught
~: ·tt.and;:~s an. exceptton, subJ<:.Ct to keepmg a
c2. ~ea~blc propOrtion of stock.

c.Q · ,;:. ~vould aha be nccc~sary to make some
special arr<:~ngemc:nts for ~ch holdings ?sHill
Pa~tun' Farms, where httle convcrSlOll to
arable js practicable. fn such cases, an agreed
~rcentage of the pasture might be eligible
tor the bonus provided its clev;~tion brought

it within the necessary range of this type of

farming.
2.-To avoid the danger of the bo~us
being appropriated ·by distributing .agencies,

a statutory commission snail ~ set ~p to fix
prices at farm for the followmg agncultural
products on the. basic; of the average of the
previous :five years' prices, weighted .as necessary by the ~n<;ral cost of living figure.,
Beef, Mutton, Pork, Veal, Bacon, Pbultry,
Milk, Cream, Butter, Cheese, Eggs.
All staple vegetabies. ~
Wheat, Oats, Barley, Rye.
Wool, Hides and Offals.

{a) All tra.osactions benveen farmer:. and
purchasers shall be unrestricted, but any such
transaction shall be authenticated by a statutory declaration of quantity and price, to be
1ii,gned by both parties· an? to be re~fiocd by
the t:eller~ who shall be hable tQ produce on
demand all certificates for the previous year.
(b) Any £alsific!ltion of suth statutory
declaration shall involve .fine or imprisonment
for either or both parties on conviction by the
Royal Courts of Justice, on a scale to be de.·
signed as a real deterrent in the Enabling Act.
3.-Any imports of the produc~s detailed
in section 2 shall be liable to such tariff
charge as shall in the aggregate total the bonus
payments, plus the expenses Qf administratioi1, in arty year. Retail prices of imported .
products shall be fixed according to the avernge of the previous five years by the Statutory
Prke Commission. Any claim of hardship
shall be investigated·by the Commission, with
power to examine on oath, and to have accc;ss
t.a the books of the complaining party for the
previous five years.

THE CAMPAIGN ·TO DATE
Thoughts on Feeding, by .Dr. L.

J.

IT is basic to the Christta,n Faith t.hc'J.t Ultimately

Cnf<l<l wlll preva.n over Evll. Tllis is because
Good has God for its author, Who Is also the
author of the .Nature of 'I'hings, whereas Evil is
a series of deprivations suggested by the ingenuity of tho Devil.~ The Devil is not author of.
anything. He obtains hie tempor~ successes by
ringing the ~hanges on d_epnvations. These
changes must of tlle1r nature come to an end.
whereas the Whole-HolinesS-Good-will not
come to an end.
The point is valld in all fields and gphe~
or life.
There Is a campaign, devised, by OiJtl and
fought by many of HJS servants, to ensure the
victory of the GoOd. A,nd there is a campaign,
~vised bY t~ Devil lind fought by many of hia
servants, to frustrate and defer that victory. ·
But there arc also points in the campaign
which have tlleir bt>.l'Oes or villainS. Some men
are prominent in both campaign and single act,
some in one or the other. We shall always tend
to remember the personal combat and victory
rather than the campaign, which is more valuable. Being human, we prefer the spectacular
to the. useful.
As Marion Crawford said, ma.ny years ago:

"Many have died in the desperate venture o/
the impossible, but none can ever be Columbus

again."

Or, to change the figure to the recent war,
we can all think of men who ensured success 1n
the whole campaign, It is not so easy, although
more tempting, to .fine down the events until
~ reach some one act which ensured victOry.
Such-an act wa.s his who got news of the experiments at Pecnemunde to England. Ho ca.n 11ay,
vthoc.vcr he was, that be won the war.
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(F~ber & Faber, 12/6)
These considerations ma.y be applied with
profit to the great and urgent battle for the
health of the soli and or man. In that great
campaign, wtien ·its history comes to be written
<as it musn. w111 be some great names-Poore,
McCanlson, Howard, Murray, Wrench, and a
hundred· more. The name of. Dr. PictOn is al6o
not without lustre in that great galaxy, But if
.we fine down certain long-drawn campaigns-if
we look for single act.<; rather than for campaigns-then the greatest single act would probably be tllat which convened a certain m!leting
at Crewe in 1!137, when the Medical and Panel
Committee of the County Palatine of Cheshire
issued and endorsed with acclamation its Medical
Testament on nutrition and the prevention of
di6ease. We know nothing of the circumstances
of tbat imposing document. but it is an open
secret tbat Dr. Picton was its chief ~hitect.
He has now written a coru~klerable book,
which future ages will take as another single act
in the campa.ign. Thooghts on Feeding should
be in the hands of all proponents of sound farm-

Picton, O.B.E.

ing and sound reeding.
Besides a great deal~ of general common
sense, he has collected very wisely t'he classlc
experiments 1>f Dr. Poore, str Robert McCarrtson,
Sir Albert Howard, Murray, Rowlands and W11·
kinson. and many others. Taken by and Ia.rge,
ihe effect is devastating. We congratulate Dr.
Picton heartily on thus addjng to his laurels. . ~
We have said that goOd must prevaU. This
campaign is for good. Theiefore it w1l1 prevaiL
Its opposition is based on commerce and money.
Therefore it is evll and will tan: Dr. ~
lJke ,the man o1 Peenemtlnde; he ~ -

victory ,nearer and
roor~ sure.
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